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STREAM ALBUM/ WATCH LATEST MUSIC VIDEO

Poetic Chaos, the dynamic musical duo driven

by an irresistible blend of introspection and

nature's energy, is thrilled to announce the

release of their debut album, "beautiful ‘till it

hurts." The captivating album offers listeners

a delicate awakening, intertwining the

contrasting emotions of the mind and the raw

power of nature.

Sparked by the desire to reconnect with

simpler times and the call from within, Poetic

Chaos masterfully crafts a sonic tapestry that

harmonises darkness and balance. The album

invites listeners to explore the depths of their

inner selves and embrace the harmonious

duality that defines human existence.

The multi-national duo Poetic Chaos has recently toured down the East Coast of Australia

after having supported Stella Donnelly at The Tanks Arts Centre in Gimuy/Cairns. The duo

has relocated to Meanjin/Brisbane and are working on new projects for 2024.

RECENT GIGS

January 27th - Banshees Bar with special guests: Indigo Hue and Ailish Charlie

January 31st - Sofar Sounds Brisbane

https://open.spotify.com/album/0iqVcG6F6m3xKKPQjHFH04
https://youtu.be/vtcj_4ywExE?si=gokKT_qBzEjGEJl8


Poetic Chaos Bio:

Coming from completely different backgrounds, Poetic Chaos was created from a place of

openness and creativity; in the search for understanding the conflicting feelings that come

with being in your 20’s and not knowing what's next.

Jade Schuck was born in Australia and crossed paths with Argentinian born Clara Satzke in

2017. In 2019 they began their musical journey writing and producing music together. It

wasn't until 2021/2022 that the duo formed Poetic Chaos.

Every bit of themselves is portrayed in their poetry. Every ounce of chaos, every bottled-up

feeling. Poetic Chaos doesn't hold back when delving into the opposing worlds of their minds

and reality. With soft acoustic melodies and hypnotising harmonies, the duo challenges the

untouched thoughts and emotions - to let go and return to themselves through music.


